Cone-beam imaging with C-arm systems has become a valuable tool in interventional radiology. Currently, a simple circular trajectory is used, but future applications should use more sophisticated source trajectories, not only to avoid cone-beam artifacts but also to allow extended volume imaging. One attractive strategy to achieve these two goals is to use a source trajectory that consists of two parallel circular arcs connected by a line segment, possibly with repetition. In this work, we address the question of R-line coverage for such a trajectory. More specifically, we examine to what extent R-lines for such a trajectory cover a central cylindrical region of interest (ROI). An R-line is a line segment connecting any two points on the source trajectory. Knowledge of R-line coverage is crucial because a general theory for theoretically exact and stable image reconstruction from axially truncated data is only known for the points in the scanned object that lie on R-lines. Our analysis starts by examining the R-line coverage for the elemental trajectories consisting of (i) two parallel circular arcs and (ii) a circular arc connected orthogonally to a line segment. Next, we utilize our understanding of the R-lines for the aforementioned elemental trajectories to determine the R-line coverage for the trajectory consisting of two parallel circular arcs connected by a tightly fit line segment. For this trajectory, we find that the R-line coverage is insufficient to completely cover any central ROI. Because extension of the line segment beyond the circular arcs helps to increase the R-line coverage, we subsequently propose a trajectory composed of two parallel circular arcs connected by an extended line. We show that the R-lines for this trajectory can fully cover a central ROI if the line extension is long enough. Our presentation includes a formula for the minimum line extension needed to achieve full R-line coverage of an ROI with a specified size, and also includes a preliminary study on the 
(a) (b) (c) Figure 1 . Source-trajectory geometries. Extended volume imaging is performed using duplicates of a path consisting of two circular arcs plus a line. Two options are considered for this path: (a) the line is tightly fit between the arcs, so that each endpoint of the line corresponds to one endpoint of an arc, and (b) the line extends beyond the arcs by a distance h on each side. 
Source trajectories
We consider extended volume imaging using periodic duplicates of a source trajectory consisting of two circular arcs connected by a line segment. The patient is assumed to lie along the z-axis, the arcs are in parallel planes that are orthogonal to this axis, and the line is orthogonal to each arc through one of its endpoints. Figure 1 depicts this trajectory. Two options are considered: (a) the line is spatially limited by the arcs and (b) the line extends beyond the arcs. In the first option, the trajectory is called the arc-line-arc (ALA) trajectory; in the second option, it is called the arc-extended-line-arc (AELA) trajectory. Figure 1 also shows how each circular arc is oriented relative to the x-and y-axes that form together with the z-axis a Cartesian system of coordinates. The distance in z between the arcs is 2H , the radius of the arcs is R, and the line extension in option (b) is h on each end. Also, the plane z = 0 is chosen to be at mid-distance between the two arcs.
Throughout the text, the circular arcs and the line segment that together form the source trajectory are referred to as the T-arcs and the T-line, respectively, where T stands for trajectory. The T-arcs at z = H and z = −H are distinguished from each other using the terms upper and lower T-arcs, respectively. By extension, the term T-arc is also used to denote the orthogonal projection of either the upper or the lower T-arc onto any plane that is parallel to the x-y plane. The T-arc terminology is especially useful as it avoids confusion with other arcs that will appear later.
Note that the endpoints of the upper T-arc are denoted as A (Tuy 1983) , theoretically exact and stable reconstruction of the x-ray linear attenuation coefficient from CB projections is only possible within the convex hull of the source trajectory (Finch 1985) . Hence, we do not investigate R-line coverage outside this convex hull.
To be more precise, we only investigate R-line coverage within a specific cylinder centered on the z-axis where Tuy's condition is fulfilled. This cylinder extends from z = −H to z = H and has radius R m determined by the angular length, λ m = λ e − λ i , of the T-arcs according to the equation
Basically, R m is the radius of the largest central cylinder within the convex hull of the source trajectory.
Preliminaries
Below, we introduce some terminology used in this work. First, note that we will make extensive use of the conical surface that is defined by a point and a circular arc, called the base arc, that are not coplanar. To simplify the text, we loosely refer to such a surface as being a partial cone. In order to aid with the understanding of our terminology and for later developments, we give the following theorem on partial cones that is proven in appendix A. figure 2(a) , the intersection between a partial cone and a plane that is parallel to the base of the cone is an arc that is a translation of a scaled copy of the base arc, with the scaling being isotropically applied relative to the center of the base arc.
Theorem 1. As illustrated in
As shown in figure 2(b), a partial cone may be obtained by selecting one point A n + on the upper T-arc and connecting it to all of the points on the lower T-arc. Such a partial cone is called the upside cone from A n + . Similarly, a partial cone may be obtained by connecting any point on the lower T-arc to all of the points on the upper T-arc; such a partial cone is called a downside cone. Let π h be the plane z = h, as illustrated in figure 2(b). Theorem 1 indicates that the intersection between π h and any upside or downside cone is a circular arc. Throughout the paper, such an arc is called an R-arc, since it consists of points covered by R-lines. Furthermore, theorem 1 implies that the angular length of any R-arc is the same as the angular length of the T-arcs, and it also implies that the line connecting the endpoints of any R-arc is parallel to the line connecting the endpoints of either T-arc.
Two more interesting properties of R-arcs need to be noted. First, by construction, an R-arc is within the disk delimited by the T-arc inside π h . Second, an R-arc always shares one (and only one) point with the T-arc; this point is the intersection of π h with the line parallel to the z-axis through the vertex of the partial cone defining the R-arc. Consequently, every R-arc is tangent to the T-arc. See figures 3 and 4.
If an arc can be unambiguously identified by its center, we will denote it with the label of its center point; for example, we denote the lower T-arc in figure 2(b) as Arc(O − ) and the R-arc in figure 4(a) as Arc O i h . Similarly, a circle that is unambiguously identifiable by its center, O, is referred to as Cir(O).
The ALA trajectory
In this section, we discuss the R-line coverage for the ALA trajectory. First, we examine the R-line coverage that is generated by connecting points from one T-arc to the other. Next, we consider the additional R-line coverage that results from connecting points on the T-line to points on the T-arcs. Note that the geometry of the problem at hand is mirror symmetric relative to the z = 0 plane. Therefore, the R-line coverage in the plane z = z 0 is the same as that in the plane z = −z 0 for any 0 z 0 H . Hence, we only discuss the R-line coverage at positions z 0. 
Arc-arc coverage
To understand the R-line coverage for the elemental arc-arc (AA) trajectory, we start by considering the simpler case where each T-arc has a length of 360
• . We choose a value for h ∈ [0, H ], draw π h , and then find the R-line coverage within this plane. The situation is depicted in figure 3 . Basically, we take a point on the upper T-arc, called A n + , and connect it to all points on the lower T-arc as shown in figure 3(a) . Doing so, we create (the surface of) a cone that intersects π h along a circle, called an R-circle (in analogy with the earlier-defined notion of an R-arc). This circle defines the R-line coverage coming from A n + in π h . By continuously moving A n + along the upper T-arc, we obtain an infinite number of additional R-circles, a coarse sampling of which is shown in figure 3(b) . The union of all the R-circles is the full R-line coverage in π h . This union is an annular region with external boundary C and internal boundary D shown in figure 3(b) . The boundary C is the T-arc in π h .
As illustrated in figure 3(b) , the R-line coverage within π h is conveniently described by two parameters r 1 and r 2 : r 1 is the radius of the R-circle, and r 2 is the radius of the circle formed by the union of the centers of the R-circles. By construction, both r 1 and r 2 are functions of h, and are easily found to be
Using the above formulae for r 1 and r 2 , it follows that D has radius r D = r 2 − r 1 = Rh/H . Now, we turn to the general situation where the T-arcs have an angular range of less than 360
• . We again consider the R-line coverage in the plane π h with h 0, as illustrated in figure 4. Comparing figure 3(a) with figure 4(a), we see that the R-line coverage resulting from A i + is not an R-circle, it is an R-arc, albeit of the same radius, r 1 . By moving A i + along the upper T-arc, we obtain a set of R-arcs whose union defines the R-line coverage within π h , as shown in figure 4(b). Contrasting figure 3(b) with figure 4(b), we see that the R-line coverage for two T-arcs of angular length shorter than 360
• is a subset of that for two 360
• T-arcs. The R-line coverage resulting from a numerical simulation is shown in figure 4(c) .
Note (2)).
Proof. The corollary is a direct consequence of the following observations: (i) as discussed at the beginning of this section and illustrated with figure 3, all R-arcs in π h have the same radius, namely r 1 ; (ii) by theorem 1, all R-arcs in π h have the same angular length; and (iii) by theorem 1, all R-arcs in π h are oriented in the same way as the T-arc, with the line connecting their endpoints being parallel to the line connecting the endpoints of the T-arc.
Analytically, the corollary can also be explained as follows. Consider two R-arcs in π h . By definition, each of these two R-arcs comes from the intersection of an upside cone with π h , so that, by theorem 1, any point x on the lower T-arc can be associated with a point x 1 = s 1 x + t 1 on the first R-arc and a point x 2 = s 2 x + t 2 on the second R-arc, with s 1 and s 2 being scaling constants and t 1 and t 2 being translation vectors, all independent of x. Since all R-arcs in π h have the same radius, we have s 1 = s 2 and thus x 2 = x 1 + c where c = t 2 − t 1 is independent of x. Hence, the two R-arcs are translations of each other.
Let e z be the unit vector pointing in the z-direction. Thanks to the corollary, any point x ∈ π h that belongs to an R-line can be parameterized using two angles, λ and φ, according to
where n i is the unit vector in π h that goes from the center of the T-arc toward the initial point on the T-arc, and n Angle λ is used to specify the center of the R-arc, whereas angle φ is used to specify a location on the R-arc, which is identified as P n h in the figure. The meaning of the other symbols is as follows: R is the radius of the T-arc; r 1 is the radius of the R-arc; r 2 is the distance between the z-axis and the center of the R-arc; n i is the unit vector pointing from the center O h to the initial point A An efficient algorithm for computation of the R-line coverage in π h is obtained by inverting equation (3) to obtain λ and φ as functions of the first two coordinates of x, denoted as x and y. First, note from figure 3 that for a given (x, y), there are at most two solutions, denoted (λ + , φ + ) and (λ − , φ − ), and these solutions only exist if
and thus
Using ρ and θ for the polar coordinates of (x, y), (5) yields
which gives the following expressions for λ + and λ − : 
with mod(u, 2π) being equal to u modulo 2π , and with
which is a real number as long as r 2 − r 1 ρ r 2 + r 1 . Rewriting (4) in the form
we then see that φ + and φ − can be expressed as
where atan2(v, u) is the four-quadrant inverse tangent function, which gives the polar angle of point (u, v) in the x-y plane in the range [−π, π] .
If both solutions are admissible, then (x, y) belongs to two R-lines; otherwise (x, y) belongs to either one R-line or no R-line depending on whether one of the two solutions is admissible or not. The above procedure to evaluate if a point (x, y, h) ∈ π h lies on an R-line is straightforward to implement on a computer. The result for h = 0.2H was shown in figure 4(c) for a 234
• T-arc. Figure 6 shows the R-line coverage for h = 0. In the rest of this section, we provide some geometrical insight into why these R-line coverage diagrams appear as they do.
Recall our construction of the R-line coverage in π h as the union of translated R-arcs defined by upside cones with vertices on the upper T-arc; see figure 4. The region of Rline coverage in π h may be geometrically understood by identifying the path traced by each extremity of the R-arcs as λ is increased from 0 to λ m . These two paths are denoted by the dashed arcs shown in figure 
Arc-line coverage
Here, we examine the coverage associated with the R-lines that connect a point on the T-line to a point on the T-arcs. This arc-line (AL) coverage is most easily analyzed in two steps. First, we find the coverage from the T-line and the lower T-arc. Next, we find the coverage due to the T-line and the upper T-arc. The union of these two regions is the complete AL coverage.
The R-line coverage for the AL trajectory composed of the lower T-arc and the T-line is found from the following observation, which is proven in appendix B: any point P within the convex hull of the partial cone from A 
where d = R cos λ m /2 and α = (λ i + λ e )/2. The two relations in (12) may be explained as follows, using figure 9. First, the curved portion of the boundary for the partial disk in π h is an R-arc defined by the upside cone from A i + . Because points on this R-arc satisfy (3) with λ = 0 and φ ∈ [0, λ m ], it follows that the curved portion of the boundary for the partial disk belongs to the circle given by the first relation in (12). Second, the straight portion of the boundary for the partial disk is determined by the line connecting A i h and A e h , which is orthogonal to the vector m = (cos α, sin α, 0) and thus yields the second relation in (12).
The R-line coverage for the AL trajectory composed of the upper T-arc and the T-line is found by symmetry: we just have to mirror the coverage for the previous AL trajectory with respect to π 0 . To help visualize the situation, the upside and downside cones of R-lines resulting from mirror-symmetric AL trajectories are illustrated in figure 8(c) . Hence, the sought union of R-lines is the convex hull of the downside cone from A i − . This convex hull is called − . The partial disk characterizing the R-line coverage in π h for the AL trajectory composed of the upper T-arc and the T-line is defined by the relations
The first inequality follows from the fact that the intersection of π h with the downside cone from A i − is the arc described by (3) with φ = 0 and λ ∈ [0, λ m ]. In the discussion at the end of the previous section, this arc was identified as the path followed by A i h . The second inequality is of course the same as in (12).
Note that the R-line coverage in π 0 is the same for both AL trajectories, due to the mirror symmetry relative to π 0 . Also, for h > 0, the R-line coverage in π h that comes from the T-line and the lower T-arc is always included within the coverage that comes from the T-line and the upper T-arc. 
Combined coverage
Using the results of the previous sections, we can obtain the R-line coverage for the ALA trajectory. The ALA trajectory can be decomposed into three components: (i) the elemental AA trajectory consisting of the upper and lower T-arcs, (ii) the elemental AL trajectory consisting of the T-line and the lower T-arc, and (iii) the elemental AL trajectory consisting of the T-line and the upper T-arc. It follows that the union of the three sets of R-lines corresponding to these three elemental trajectories yields the complete set of R-lines for the ALA trajectory. The ALA R-line coverage in π h can be computed numerically by combining the procedure described in section 3.1 for the AA trajectory together with (12) and (13) for the AL trajectories. As an example, the R-line coverage in the plane z = 0.2H for a 234
• ALA trajectory is illustrated in figure 10. Figures 10(a) and (b) show the sets of R-line coverage for the AA trajectory and for the two AL trajectories, respectively, and the union of these sets is depicted in figures 10(c) and (d). From these figures, we observe that the sets of R-line coverage for the AA and AL trajectories compensate each other quite well in the plane z = 0.2H .
Practically, it is desirable to determine whether or not every point inside a specified ROI belongs to an R-line. The following theorem, which is proven in appendix C, and its corollary enable us to answer this question for a cylindrical ROI centered on the z-axis with radius R ROI R m and delimited by the planes z = −H and z = H . For the statement of the theorem, we define the line L(x 0 , y 0 ) to be the line parallel to the z-axis that passes through (x 0 , y 0 , 0). Corollary 2 implies that it suffices to check the R-line coverage in the plane π 0 . If the entire ROI in π 0 is covered by R-lines, then the whole ROI cylinder is also covered by R-lines.
Figures 11(a) and (b) depict the R-line coverage in the plane π 0 for ALA trajectories with angular ranges of 234
• and 310 • , respectively. In both figures, an ROI with radius R ROI = R sin(27
• ) is drawn (this is the largest possible ROI radius, R m , for the 234 • trajectory). Examining these figures, we observe that the R-lines do not fully cover the ROI for either of the ALA trajectories. In fact, it turns out that as long as the angular range of the ALA trajectory is less than 360
• , there is always a moon-shaped region touching the origin that is not covered by R-lines. Conversely, if the angular range of the ALA trajectory is 360
• , then any central ROI with R ROI R is completely covered by R-lines. In the next section, we propose a modification to the ALA trajectory that addresses this problem. 
The AELA trajectory
To overcome the lack of R-line coverage mentioned in the previous section, we propose the AELA trajectory, i.e the 'arc-extended-line-arc' trajectory, which was described in section 2.1. Below, we will see that the R-lines for the AELA trajectory can completely cover the ROI cylinder if the line extension is properly chosen. We will also discuss the issue of detector size and show that using the AELA trajectory for accurate CB tomography may not be constraining in terms of detector size, in comparison with performing an approximate, FDK-type, reconstruction from CB data collected on the two circular arcs only.
R-line coverage
Although theorem 2 and corollary 2 were stated for the ALA trajectory, it is important to realize that they also apply to the AELA trajectory. This is true because the proof of theorem 2 is general enough to also apply to the AELA trajectory. Therefore, corollary 2 implies that if all points inside the ROI in π 0 belong to an R-line of the AELA trajectory, then the entire ROI cylinder extending from z = −H to z = H is covered by R-lines. For this reason, the following arguments only focus on the R-line coverage in π 0 . As we did for the ALA trajectory, the R-line coverage for the AELA trajectory is numerically obtained by combining the results for the elemental AA and AL trajectories. Of course, the AA coverage remains unchanged. Only the AL coverage changes; it is now given by equations (12) and (13) upon substituting r 1 and r 2 for r 1 and r 2 , respectively, with
Examples of the R-line coverage for the AELA trajectory in π 0 are given in figures 11(c) and (d) for source angular ranges of 234
• and 310
• and T-line extensions of h/(2H ) = 0.82 and 0.48, respectively. In these figures, a circular ROI of radius R ROI = R sin(27
• ) is shown centered on the origin. Figures 11(c) and (d) demonstrate that the entire ROI is covered by R-lines when the T-line extensions are 82% and 48% of the total axial length, 2H , when λ m = 234
• , respectively. Compared with the corresponding examples of the ALA R-line coverage depicted in figures 11(a) and (b), figures 11(c) and (d) show how the T-line extension can improve the R-line coverage.
The R-line coverage for the AELA trajectory in π 0 may be understood geometrically, as illustrated in figure 12. This figure depicts both the AA and AL contributions to the R-line coverage. From the figure, it is seen that if the T-line is extended far enough beyond the T-arcs, the partial disk of R-line coverage due to the AL elemental trajectories increases in size such that the central ROI is covered by R-lines.
An important practical question for the AELA trajectory is how large the T-line extension, h, needs to be so that an ROI of a given radius, R ROI , is covered by R-lines. The remainder appendix D that the minimum relative length of the T-line extension required to cover an ROI of radius R ROI with R-lines is
where Figure 14 plots the required h/2H as a function of λ m for R ROI /R = 0.15, 0.30, and 0.45. The ratios R ROI /R = 0.15 and 0.45 are representative of current C-arm and CT scanners, respectively. Not surprisingly, figure 14 shows that the required T-line extension increases as the relative size of the ROI grows. In addition, as λ m increases to 360
• , the required h converges to zero, which is consistent with our findings for the full scan ALA trajectory in section 3.3.
Equation (15) can be inverted to find how h/2H varies with R ROI /R at fixed λ m . Figure 15 shows this behavior for λ m = 220
• , 270
• , 310
• and 340
• ; as expected, the required T-line extension increases with increasing ROI size and decreases with increasing λ m .
The plots in figures 14 and 15 indicate that the required T-line extension for the AELA trajectory is reasonable for the R ROI /R ratios that are typical of current C-arm scanners (roughly 0.15). On the other hand, for larger ratios, such as those needed in CT, h can be fairly large when λ m = λ * m . Fortunately, the required h may be reduced to any practical length by employing a suitable, larger value for λ m . 
Detector size requirement
From the viewpoint of required detector size, the AELA trajectory may not look attractive at first glance. Indeed, it seems like the detector size needed for the source positions that are at the extremities, E + and E − , of the extended line might be large, because these source positions must provide measurements along lines that pass through the plane z = 0 while h/(2H ) is not negligible. Fortunately, the source positions at E + and E − are not needed to perform reconstruction everywhere within the ROI; they are only needed to perform reconstruction where R-line coverage of the ALA trajectory is deficient. As discussed hereafter, this aspect of the problem strongly reduces the constraint on the detector size. + allows a portion of the region that is not covered by R-lines in π 0 to be covered. This portion is the intersection of the dashed circle within the shaded area. From the viewpoint of detector size, the measurements must at least be made on the lines that connect E to the points on this intersection. For a conventional detector arrangement, where the detector is parallel to the tangent to the T-arc and to the z-axis, this requirement implies that the detector must be large enough to cover the line connecting E to Q.
A large variety of reconstruction algorithms may be designed for CB tomography using the AELA trajectory, some requiring more data than others. Finding the algorithm that is optimal in terms of detector size is largely outside the scope of this paper. However, a minimum requirement can be easily evaluated, namely the detector size needed to ensure that all R-lines with endpoints on the extended portion of the line are measured. This evaluation can be performed analytically using figure 16, which is drawn (without loss of generality) for the particular case where A i + is on the x-axis. For this evaluation, we consider a virtual detector arrangement, such that the detector contains the z-axis and is parallel to the tangent to the T-arc at A i + . Also, the detector rows are indexed by a Cartesian coordinate v that is equal to zero in the plane orthogonal to the z-axis through E . The direction for v is chosen so that the rows below E have a positive v-coordinate.
The shaded area in figure 16 (a) represents the region of π 0 where there is missing R-line coverage for the ALA trajectory. Each source position E that is above A i + on the extended line adds R-line coverage on a circle that intersects this shaded area, namely the dashed circle in figure 16(a) . Note that this circle corresponds to the AL R-line coverage in π 0 due to E . The portion of the dashed circle within the shaded area defines R-lines that must be measured when the source position is at E ; this portion reduces to point G when E approaches A i + and to point K when E approaches E + . Let the point J be the intersection of the dashed circle with the ROI boundary, and let ψ be the polar angle of J. Since J lies between K and G on the ROI boundary, ψ must be between ψ 1 = λ m − arccos(ρ) and ψ 2 = 2π − arccos(ρ) with ρ = R ROI /R. It turns out that there is a one-to-one relation between ψ and the distance δh that separates E from A i + . Trigonometric calculations may be used to show that this relation is
where R η represents the distance from A i Of all R-lines that must be measured with the source position at E , the line going through point J has the largest coordinate v, and this coordinate, denoted v * , is the same as that for the line that connects E to the orthogonal projection of J onto the x-axis, i.e. point Q in figure 16 . Trigonometric calculations yield
and an analytical evaluation of this expression shows that its maximum value, v m , over
Now, it can be shown that the detector size needed to perform an FDK-type reconstruction over the region z ∈ [0, H ] using the CB data on the upper T-arc is precisely equal to 1/(1 − ρ). Therefore, the minimum requirement of measuring the R-lines corresponding to the extended line does not impose any extra constraint on the detector size.
Conclusions and discussion
We presented a thorough analysis of the R-line coverage for the arc-line-arc (ALA) trajectory. A key component of our analysis was a decomposition of the ALA trajectory into the elemental arc-arc (AA) and arc-line (AL) trajectories. For the AA trajectory, we showed that the R-line coverage in π h can be simply described by two angles: λ and φ; see (3). In section 3.1, this parameterization was used to develop a procedure that enables efficient numerical evaluation of the R-line coverage for the AA trajectory. For the AL trajectory, we found that the volume of R-lines is the convex hull of a partial cone, and that the region of R-line coverage in π h is described by either (12) or (13), depending on the orientation of the AL trajectory. Our investigation of the R-line coverage for the ALA trajectory showed that the regions of R-line coverage for the AA and AL elemental trajectories largely complement each other. However, we found that as long as the angular length of the T-arcs is less than 360
• , there is always a portion of the central ROI in π 0 that is not fully covered by R-lines. The plane π 0 is particularly important, since corollary 2 implies that when the entire ROI in this plane is covered by R-lines, the whole ROI cylinder is also covered by R-lines.
Next, to address the weakness in the R-line coverage of the ALA trajectory, we introduced the arc-extended-line-arc (AELA) trajectory, which extends the T-line beyond the T-arcs by a length h. Building on our analysis of the AA and AL elemental trajectories, we found that if the T-line extension is long enough, then the AELA R-lines can completely cover a central ROI. This finding was supported by a formula that may be used to calculate the necessary h given the ROI radius, R ROI , and the angular length of the T-arcs, λ m ; see (16)-(19) . Plots of h/(2H ) versus both λ m and R ROI /R indicated that the required T-line extension is reasonable for typical C-arm scanners.
Knowledge of the R-line coverage provided by the AELA trajectory and of the existing redundancies in this coverage enables the development of a wide variety of image reconstruction algorithms, which may be of filtered-backprojection type or not. Finding the algorithm that is the least constraining in terms of detector size was outside the scope of this paper, but definitely represents an important problem to solve, which will be part of our future investigations. However, an early study on detector size requirement was feasible. This study, presented in section 4.2, showed that the R-lines added by the line extension can be measured with no increase in detector size, in comparison with the detector needs for performing an FDK-type reconstruction based only on the CB data from the circular arcs. Combination of this result with those published by Zamyatin et al (2008) provides confidence that CB tomography based on the AELA trajectory should be feasible with little extra requirement on the detector size, if any. Aside from the detector size, robustness to imperfections in the measurement geometry and to deviations from the line integral model (related, e.g., to the beam hardening effect and scattered radiation) should also be carefully considered when designing the reconstruction algorithm.
From a practical viewpoint, the T-line extension of the AELA trajectory is only moderately satisfactory because it requires a short pause in exposure. One way to circumvent this problem is to replace the two T-arcs by helical arcs that touch the extended line at its endpoints as shown in figure 17 ; we call this trajectory the helix-extended-line-helix (HELH) trajectory. We have performed preliminary numerical simulations with the HELH trajectory and have observed that it essentially retains the geometrical properties of the AELA trajectory studied in this work, while not requiring a pause in exposure. However, our theoretical findings for the AELA trajectory do not immediately apply to the HELH trajectory. Generalization of our theoretical results to other trajectories, such as the HELH, is an interesting topic for future research.
Appendix A
This appendix gives a proof of theorem 1, which was stated in section 2.2. To prove the theorem, we will need the following lemma. Because this is trivial, we will omit the proof. Lemma 1. Let π 1 and π 2 be two parallel planes, and let π 3 be another plane that is not parallel to π 1 . Then the intersection between π 3 and π 1 is parallel to the intersection between π 3 and π 2 . Now we prove theorem 1. As illustrated in figure 2(a) , the intersecting plane is denoted as π h , the vertex of the partial cone as A, and the center of the base arc as O b . Furthermore, let B and C be the endpoints of the base arc, and let O b be the point where π h intersects the line from A to O b .
From basics of Euclidean geometry, we know that the intersection between π h and the partial cone is an arc (which may be either circular or elliptical). This arc is denoted as Arc(O b ). Also, any arbitrary point, D, on the base arc can be mapped to a unique point, 
Appendix C
This appendix provides a proof of theorem 2, which was stated in section 3.3. 
Appendix D
In this appendix, we derive the result expressed by (15)-(19) for the minimum T-line extension, h, needed to guarantee that the AELA trajectory covers the ROI with R-lines. Some algebra then yields
which is the desired equation. The second case in (15) for λ c λ m 2π is proven similarly, with D replaced by F in figure D1 . Next, we derive (16)-(19), which describe R x = |O 0 F |. For this derivation, see figure D2 , which refers to several points in figure 13(c) and also labels the angles α, β, γ , and η. (D.8)
